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AFR Event Furnishing's latest
hashtag says it all.
#coloryourevents refers to
the company’s new lines in
bright shades of canary
yellow to tangerine
orange.The collections
feature saturated textiles
that are both form and
function, meant to drive the
look of a space or event.
From artful color use at
events to an actual coloring
experience on the company’s
Aspen tables at various
shows this year, AFR uses
color to set the tone for a
space, reinforce a message
or simply bring a smile!

Three Delicious Ways
 to Market Your Passion

AFR: Color Your Event

http://www.afrevents.com/
www.afrevents.com


Companies don’t need to be caterers to
release cookbooks. Drury Design, an award-
winning integrated communications and
event firm, often holds cook-offs in its chic
New York office kitchen. This year, the
passion for cooking spilled over into a
cookbook finished in August, 2016.

“We asked for submissions from our team
and created a book,” Jill Taub Drury, CEO,
said. “The initial idea was to give both
internally as a gift to say thanks to everyone,
but we’ve expanded that to include our many
long-standing clients.” They will see how well
it’ received and already have an eye on
releasing it as a hard cover in 2017.

Drury Design:
Cooking with Design

I'd love to hear how you are
turning your passion into

marketing tools for your company
or service! Send me an email at

liese@liesegardner.com

www.drurydesign.com
www.drurydesign.com


As anyone will tell you, when you love what you do, success follows, and Kala
Maxym clearly loves what she does. She was able to turn her passion for
storytelling, music and wine into a unique and rewarding career. Yet, her story
actually begins with the five senses.  “Everyone always talks about engaging
the five senses,” she said. “But we are largely visual creatures. When it comes
to storytelling and the senses, sound is often an afterthought.” And so she set
out to change that.

When Maxym, a soprano who has performed on opera stages and concert halls
around the world, began to perform at special events, she noticed that the
music was often nonspecific or even distracting. “I began thinking of how to
include it yet take it a step further,” she said. “Like a flight of wine, I wanted to
take guests through a taste of jazz, blues, flamenco, rock, and more while
telling their own, unique stories. And I wanted to do it with live musicians to
further increase the sense of intimacy and community.”

continued on next page ...

Kala Maxym: Five Senses Tastings



continued...

To do that, Maxym started Five Senses Tastings while living in New York in
2012. Since moving to Los Angeles, she has found a supportive clientele who
have included her music tastings at a variety of unique events. And no matter
what the event, Maxym is able to find and then creatively weave a musical
story that makes guests pause, reflect, and enjoy the moment using all of their
senses both individually and together.

Kala Maxym: Five Senses Tastings

Thanks for reading!

www.fivesensestastings.com



